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An increasingly competitive market and heightened customer
expectations have made it a challenge for retailers to capture
and keep customer loyalty. You have to embrace innovation and
provide engaging customer experiences to beat out ever-moresophisticated competitors, eager to steal your market share.
Shoppers need to be able enjoy a consistent, personalized
experience, no matter how they choose to interact with your brand.
You may need to facilitate these experiences in complex, hybrid IT
environments, while ensuring that the data customers share with
you is protected from breaches.
Your employees and supply chain are also a vital part of building
customer loyalty. You’ve invested in technologies and applications
that enable them to do their jobs, and provide the products and

DRIVE LOYALTY & GROWTH
To build loyalty, you have to consistently exceed your
customers’ expectations. This starts with login and
registration. Customers need to have the same set of
credentials across channels with convenient social login
options available to them. Once they login, all applications
need access to a single source of truth about your customers
and their preferences to consistently personalize their
experiences. The Ping Identity Platform streamlines the
authentication process, provides a 360-degree customer view
and ensures your services are always available, so you never
miss a chance to wow a customer.
•

all applications.

high-quality service that your customers expect. Giving employees
and partners convenient access to those resources and tools

•

ensures that they can focus on leveraging them to provide the
outstanding experiences your customers deserve.
Balancing all of these demands is challenging, but it’s made
simpler with identity and access management (IAM) from Ping
Identity. You can rely on the Ping Identity Platform to help you
deliver seamless, consistent experiences that drive customer
loyalty, keep your valuable customer data secure and support your
innovation efforts, even in enterprise IT environments.

Streamline authentication with single sign-on (SSO) to
Enable social login and self-service account
management.

•

Unify your customer profiles and preferences into a
single, scalable directory.

•

Support many millions of customers and peak usage
scenarios, free from lags or outages.

OPTIMIZE WORKFORCE & SUPPLY
CHAIN EFFICIENCY
Your employees and supply chain partners form the foundation

•

hybrid IT environments.
•
•

them easy access to the applications and resources they need to
do their jobs, allowing partners to manage their own users, and
helping new partners get up and running quickly.
•

Expose identity data and services to all apps and
channels.

that your retail enterprise is built on. The Ping Identity Platform
can help you maximize their productivity and efficiency by giving

Centrally manage identity services and data in complex,

Quickly connect to new retail applications, services and
technology.

•

Leverage app-specific structured and unstructured data
for enhanced personalization.

Maximize employee efficiency with simple, one-click
access to all applications.

•

Quickly grant partners access to enterprise resources.

PROTECT CUSTOMER DATA

•

Empower partners to manage their own identities.

To earn a customer’s trust you have to be a good steward of their

•

Balance security and convenience with adaptive multifactor authentication (MFA).

ACCELERATE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

data. That means protecting them from breach and giving them
visibility and control over how their data is being used. With Ping,
you can protect customer data from authentication to storage,
meet regulations like PCI DSS and GDPR, and never sacrifice
their shopping experience to do so.

Built on open standards, the Ping Identity Platform can speed time

•

Encrypt customer data in every state.

to market, so you can deliver innovative apps and services faster.

•

Embed strong MFA capabilities into your own mobile app.

•

Protect cardholder data to meet identity-related

You’ll be prepared for whatever the future holds with a standardsbased platform that provides the flexibility to plug in new

PCI DSS regulations.

applications and technologies, even in enterprise IT environments.
•

Employ fine-grained control over how customer data
is shared.

THE PING IDENTITY PLATFORM
The Ping Identity Platform is a unified, standards-based solution that allows you to ensure the right people get access to the right
things. From multi-factor authentication and single sign-on to access security, directory and data governance, its capabilities work
together to give your users secure access to both cloud and on-premises applications. You can rely on the Ping Identity Platform to
secure and streamline the user experience from sign-on to sign-off, and scale to support hundreds of millions of identities.
Single Sign-on (SSO): Give employees, partners and customers secure one-click access to all of your applications.
Multi-factor Authentication (MFA): Balance security and convenience with additional authentication factors.
You can even embed MFA right into your own mobile app.
Access Security: Establish policy-based access control for your apps, APIs and services.
Unified Profile: Securely store customer identity and preference data, and expose it to all apps and channels.
Data Governance: Enforce customer data sharing consent, opt-out preferences and more with fine-grained data
access governance.

RETAILERS ARE BOUGHT IN ON PING

Ping is the identity
security company for
more than half of the
Fortune 100.

Three of the world’s four
largest U.S. retailers
choose Ping for identity and
access management

Ping is helping a leading
U.S. retailer create secure,
scalable omni-channel
experiences for 98 million
customers

To learn more about how the Ping Identity Platform can help you deliver secure and engaging experiences that drive loyalty and growth,
visit www.pingidentity.com.

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by identity. As the identity security company, we simplify how the world’s largest organizations prevent security breaches, increase employee and partner productivity and
provide personalized customer experiences. Enterprises choose Ping for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, partnership with companies like Microsoft, Amazon and Google, and collaboration with customers
like Boeing, Cisco, Disney, GE, Kraft Foods, Walgreens and over half of the Fortune 100. The Ping Identity Platform allows enterprises and their users to securely access cloud, mobile and on-premises applications while
managing identity and profile data at scale. Architects and developers have flexible options to enhance and extend their existing applications and environments with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access
management, directory and data governance capabilities. Copyright ©2018 Ping Identity Corporation. All rights reserved. Ping Identity, PingFederate, PingOne, PingAccess, PingID, their respective product marks, the Ping
Identity trademark logo, and IDENTIFY are trademarks, or servicemarks of Ping Identity Corporation. All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies.
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